
Senior Domestic by-law changes – applicable from Round 4 (Monday 28/11/2022).  

NOTE: This only applies to Seniors, Juniors to be updated in future 

By the end of Round 3 each Senior Domestic team playing Mon, Tue or Wed night will have been provided 
with a printed handout covering the uniform requirements and the sin bin.  

Uniforms points apply from Round 4 unless the team contact has sought a written exemption via the KBA 
Office. Neither the Referee Supervisor or Venue Supervisor has permission to give exemptions. Exemptions 
can only be given by the KBA Office and will be communicated in writing to the Referee Supervisors. 

Please be aware it is the responsibility of officials to apply penalty points per the below. Teams do NOT have 
a choice as to whether they get the points or not, every night of the competition must apply a consistent 
approach. 

The rules have been amended so they are no longer added at half time. 

If for any reason officials forget to add late penalty, scorer or uniform points, they can add them at anytime 
before end of the game, as soon as they are made aware of the error.  However if the by-laws are being 
applied correctly it should not get to this point.  

NO SCORER 

• The penalty for not having a scorer is now 5 points (previously 4 points). Penalty to be applied at 
the first dead ball after the 10 minute mark (not at half time). i.e. teams have a maximum of 10 
minutes to organise a scorer before they are penalised 

LATE START 

• Late start must be applied BEFORE the jump ball occurs. The penalty is one point per minute or 
part thereof 

UNIFORMS 

• Sshirts must be EXACTLY the same in appearance and shorts must be the same dominant colour. 
Teams can apply for exemptions through Terri in the KBA Office if needed. Exemptions must be 
sought each season, if a team received an exemption last season it does not carry over to the 
next season. 

• Shorts and singlets are separate pieces and incur a 5 point penalty each if any piece doesn’t 
match the team uniform e.g. if a player has an incorrect singlet and is wearing shorts that aren’t 
the same dominant color as their team mates (penalty 10 points) and a separate player on the 
same team also has incorrect shorts (5 points) then the team is penalised 15 points for those two 
players 

• A team can be penalised a maximum of 30 points for incorrect uniform in each game 
• Equal penalty points no longer cancel each other out and all penalties must be recorded on the 

game sheet on PlayHQ e.g. Team A is penalised 10 points and Team B is penalised 10 points then 
both penalties are to be recorded on the sheet so there is a record of the penalty. To apply the 
penalty please click the team name and add the points as required. 

Uniform penalty should be applied immediately following the infraction as follows 

• If a player starts on court with an incorrect uniform, points are added immediately by the 
officials before the jump ball occurs 

• Any other uniform penalties are applied by the officials as soon as a player with an incorrect 
uniform substitutes onto the court 


